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Imagine discovering what 
successful people have in common,

distilling it into a set of simple 
practices, and using them to transform

your company, your career, 
and your life. 

Authored by three thought leaders in organizational

development and self-improvement—including

Built to Last coauthor Jerry Porras—it challenges

conventional wisdom at every step. 

Success Built to Last draws on face-to-face, unscripted

conversations with hundreds of remarkable human

beings from around the world. Meet billionaires,

CEOs, presidents of nations, Nobel laureates, and

celebrities. Meet unsung heroes who've achieved

lasting impact without obvious power or charisma.

Famous or not, almost all started out ordinary. 

Above all, discover why successful people stay

successful and how you can too.

■ Why it’s so damn hard to do what matters —and

what you can do about it

■ See what you have in common with people 

who have impacted the world we live in, such

as Nelson Mandela, Charles Schwab, and 

Maya Angelou

■ Learn how these enduringly successful people

harvested their victories and failures and found

the courage to follow their passions
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“There is no greater thing you can do with your life and your work than 
follow your passions—in a way that serves the world and you. In this book you 

will learn from unknown and famous people—inspiring leaders like Nelson Mandela 
and entrepreneur Michael Dell, along with schoolteachers, scientists, community 

workers, athletes, artists,  and the presidents of nations.

“Everyone wants success, but you can do better than that. This is an 
extraordinary book that finally reveals a meaningful ‘secret formula’ 

for success based on the lives of remarkable people.”
—Sir Richard Branson, Virgin Brands

“If you’re crazy enough to do what you love for a living, then you’re bound to create 
a life that matters. Success Built to Last wisely counsels you to go nuts about 

something meaningful. That’s what you’re here to do, for heaven’s sake.”
—Herb Kelleher, Chairman and Cofounder, Southwest Airlines

“At last, a powerful new resource for leaders struggling to create a life that 
matters, a guide book for the journey to greater significance for leaders 

across the sectors and around the world.”
—Frances Hesselbein, Chairman and Founding President, 

Leader to Leader Institute (formerly the Peter F. Drucker Foundation)

“You can make a difference if you put your passions to work in a way 
that builds a better life for you, your business, and your community. 

Success Built to Last shows you how.”
—Steve Forbes, Editor in Chief, Forbes Magazine

“Anything worth doing in life takes a team. If you want to create a 
life that matters—as you will see in this book—you’ve got to 

recruit a team to your dream.”
—David Stern, Commissioner, National Basketball Association

www.SuccessBuilttoLast.com

Founded in 1881 as the nation’s first collegiate business school,
Wharton is dedicated to creating the highest value and impact on
the theory and practice of business and management worldwide.

Cover design by Chuti Prasertsith
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Praise for Success Built to Last

“If we are to live in a world that works for everyone, we must create
lives that matter. This book presents a path to the kind of lasting suc-
cess that transcends fear and endows healthy self-esteem. This is a book
for all of us who care about the future of all of us.”

—Jack Canfield, Bestselling Author of Chicken Soup for the Soul®
series and The Success Principles™

“The best coaching you will ever get on creating a life that matters is in
this book!”

—Marshall Goldsmith, Executive Coach and Author/Coeditor 
of 22 books, including The Leader of the Future and 

What Got You Here Won’t Get You There

“An incredible book and a must read for anyone interested in achieving
enduring success for themselves, their family, their stakeholders, and
their community.”

—Jason Jennings, Bestselling Author of 
It’s Not The Big That Eat The Small—It’s The Fast That Eat The Slow,

Less Is More, and Think BIG—Act Small

“In Success Built to Last, the authors show readers how to pursue their
passions and achieve success beyond their wildest dreams, while staying
true to who they are. The book is a ‘must read!’”

—Bill George, former Chairman and CEO, Medtronic, 
and Bestselling Author of Authentic Leadership

“In business and in life, lasting success takes teamwork, integrity, and
the courage to stick with what really matters. It’s the best five players
that win the game, not the five best players. That’s what this book is 
all about.”

—Richard Kovacevich, Chairman, President, and CEO of Wells Fargo

“There is nothing more important you can do than create a life that
matters for you and your family. As a leader and a parent, you’ve got to
read this book and then give it to the teens in your family!”

—Greg Foster, President of IMAX Films
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“John Deere himself said, ‘I will not put my name on a product that
does not have the best in it that is in me.’ Imagine using that same stan-
dard in your personal life and career. When you commit yourself to
excellence that would make you proud to put your name on everything
you do, then you will have Success Built to Last.”

—Robert Lane, Chairman and CEO of John Deere & Co., Inc.

“You will find rich insights about how to make a life—not just a living.”

—Barry Z. Posner, Dean and Professor of Leadership, 
Santa Clara University, and Bestselling Coauthor of 

The Leadership Challenge and A Leader’s Legacy

“Want to pick the brains of successful, influential people? For your
career’s (and life’s) sake, I hope you read Success Built to Last this
weekend. For the world’s sake, let’s hope this is the most-read business
book of the year.”

—Keith Ferrazzi, CEO of Ferrazzi Greenlight and 
Bestselling Author of Never Eat Alone

“This book is a great read and provides excellent ‘real world’ examples
for the reader to use immediately!”

—Rob Reeg, Chief Technology Officer of MasterCard International

“The book is both moving and practical. It also reflects the personal
experiences of the authors—three leaders whom I admire and respect.
As far as I’m aware, this is the most thoroughly researched work on
enduring success and leadership available. The ideas are amazingly
accessible.”

—Spencer Clark III, Chief Learning Officer of Cadence Design Systems

“In the end, whether or not your business prospers or fails is all a mat-
ter of how you behave and the decisions that you take. It is up to you.
Let this exceptional book be your servant and guide.”

—Lord Alistair McAlpine, Treasurer of the 
British Conservative Party, 1975–1990
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From Built to Last to 
Success Built to Last

The Mandela Effect

It was close to midnight at the World Economic Forum
when we sat down to wait for the last meeting of the
day. The freezing rain had turned to a blizzard, but

inside it felt like noon in the Sahara as the heating system
gushed to overcompensate. Mark Thompson was nodding
off in his chair when Nelson Mandela suddenly appeared
around the corner, extending a sweaty hand and a tired
smile. Thompson shivered as Mandela leaned on his shoul-
der and eased onto the leather couch. 

In the years before Mandela, an activist lawyer, had been
sent to a death camp, he was rarely without zealous over-
confidence about his mission to end apartheid. South Africa
had suffered violence and unrest that seemed irreconcilable.
Although Mandela initially advocated a peaceful solution,
he eventually took up arms when the path of peace appeared
to be a dead end. In 1964, he was convicted of conspiracy
and sabotage and sentenced to life imprisonment.

Most of his years as an inmate were on Robben Island,
off Cape Town, where the South African government sent
the opposition to break its morale. During his many years
of hard labor, the government pressed him repeatedly 
to compromise his beliefs in exchange for early freedom.
He refused.

1
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2 Success Built to Last

After 27 years in captivity, in 1990, at the age of 71,
Mandela was released. He had every reason to have become
the most dangerous man on his continent, but instead he
accelerated the peaceful reinvention of his nation.

How could he have overcome his hatred to lead a non-
violent revolution, seeking reconciliation instead of
revenge? There he sat, exhausted, but radiant; continuing
his quest to heal his homeland. The adulation of Mandela’s
fans has grown or evaporated, depending on whom you
ask. Nevertheless, he took his own unique path—a journey
that matters so much to him that he has stayed the course
year after year, often despite the social and political conse-
quences, not because of them. When he could be lounging
in retirement, the Nobel Laureate and ex-President was
instead recruiting people to his cause—as he had been
doing not just for a month or a year, but for a lifetime, with
an intensity that had not faded despite his decades of suf-
fering in a South African jail. 

Your three co-authors, separately and now together,
have always been passionately curious about what makes
enduringly successful people and extraordinary organiza-
tions tick. We have long shared a common question: What
inspires long-term achievers to make the kind of choice
Mandela did—to struggle and grow despite all odds—to
find new meaning and hang onto it not just for the moment
or for himself, but to create success that lasts? Although
history supports Mandela’s noble intentions, the fact that
he didn’t start out as a saint, with neither perfect grace, nor
humility, before his long walk to freedom, makes his jour-
ney even more useful and inspiring to the rest of us. That’s
the Mandela Effect—when you can create enduring success
not because you are perfect or lucky but because you have
the courage to do what matters to you.
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From Built to Last to 
Success Built to Last

Mandela’s transformation is a courageous example of cre-
ating a life built to last. He achieved not just any success,
but enduring success that lasts because it matters. In the
introduction for the paperback edition of the business 
classic, Built to Last, Jim Collins and Jerry Porras reported
“a significant number of people had found key concepts
useful in their personal and family lives as they approached
the fundamental human issues of self-identity and self-
renewal. Who am I? What do I stand for? What is my 
purpose? How do I maintain my sense of self in this 
chaotic, unpredictable world? How do I infuse meaning
into my life and work? How do I remain renewed, engaged, 
and stimulated?”1

Healthy, sustainable societies require the creation of
healthy, sustainable organizations, and great organizations
and societies can only be built by human beings who can
grow and create meaningful success. If you believe that—
and we do—then talking to
people who had remarkable
lives and lasting impact seemed
a natural thing to do. As inner-
city educator Marva Collins
(no relation to Jim) told us,
when you create a life that
matters—a life you feel worthy
of living—then “the world
would be a darker place with-
out you.”

And so began the journey of
our collaboration on Success
Built to Last.

3From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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can grow and create 
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Conversations with Enduringly 
Successful People

This book is based on interviews with over 200 people all
over the world who have made a difference—large or
small—in their field, profession, or community, but who
have lived a life that they believe mattered. In these conver-
sations, we rediscovered a principle that is starting to
emerge in books about organizational performance and
leadership, but rarely seems fully developed: Success in the
long run has less to do with finding the best idea, organiza-
tional structure, or business model for an enterprise, than
with discovering what matters to us as individuals. It is
here, at a very personal level, where thought and feeling
inform each other, that creativity begins, and where the
potential for enduring organizations emerges. We found
ourselves on a quest to find insights —probing to uncover
the principles and practices of individuals whose impact on
the world endures. 

These people are not confined to the categories of entre-
preneur, revolutionary, or positive deviant. Many are reluc-
tant to think of themselves as leaders or role models even
today. Most did not start out by pursuing success as con-
ventionally defined by their culture. Some will probably
never have much money; others are rich, even very rich, but
very few started out wealthy. They come from many back-
grounds, some horrific and others privileged. 

In terms of personality, they’re all over the map—some
are naturally loud and assertive, while others are barely
audible until you ask them about what matters to them. A
few have so-called charisma, but most do not; and many
remain introverts in the midst of success. At some point in
their lives, all of them found themselves on a collision
course with a kind of need that generated a relentless, pas-
sionate conviction to change the way things are for the long
run, often despite how society might judge them. 

4 Success Built to Last
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We struggled with how to refer to these enduring high
achievers. Labels such as “visionary leader,” in this context,
seemed unnecessarily lofty; creating a separation that
would provide the rest of us with reasons not to reach
inside ourselves to retrieve our greater possibilities. Let’s be
clear, however, that all of these people are providing leader-
ship in one way or another. Ultimately, we chose the terms
“Enduringly Successful People” and “Builders,” the latter a
description based in part on the “clock-builder” concept
from the original Built to Last book. By way of metaphor,
Collins and Porras made a distinction between the ability to
tell the time in the moment and the ability to build a clock
that could tell the time beyond the lifetime of the builder.
They observed that leaders who created a vision and culture
that endured were “clock-builders” whose organizations
stood the test of time, outlasted them as individuals, and
ultimately outperformed those organizations run by men
and women who functioned merely as “time tellers” who
lead in the traditional manner hoping to succeed with a 
hot idea.

Builders are people whose beginnings may be inauspi-
cious but who eventually become defined by their creativity.
At some point in their lives, Builders feel compelled to 
create something new or better that will endure throughout
their lifetime and flourish well beyond. Builders often see
themselves simply as people trying to make a difference
doing something that they believe deserves to be done with
or without them, and they recruit the team—build the
organization—needed to get it done. Great organizations
can be a dividend of this process, but enduring institutions
seem to be more of an outcome of the Builder’s mindset 
than a goal in and of itself.

We learned that, for the most part, extraordinary 
people, teams, and organizations are simply ordinary peo-
ple doing extraordinary things that matter to them. 
The message here is that you have it within you to live an

5From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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extraordinary life. You have
the choice to embrace a 
personally meaningful journey,
integrating your personal and
professional lives in ways that
make a lasting difference. And
when you do that, you have the
potential to create an organiza-
tion and a legacy that can 
serve the world long after
you’re gone.

How We Found the People
We interviewed relatively unknown business managers,
entrepreneurs, teachers, Olympians, and Nobel Laureates,
as well as Pulitzer, Grammy, Peabody, and Academy Award
winners and the CEOs of large and small organizations. We
met many of these people during consulting assignments
around the world. To identify additional people to interview,
we reviewed an eclectic variety of well-established lists—
from Time Magazine’s Most Influential People to Oprah
Winfrey’s Use Your Life Award winners, as well as those on
the annual honor rolls of the biggest, fastest growing, or
most admired in major business publications, notably
Forbes and Fortune. We also looked at lists of noteworthy
individuals honored by nonprofit organizations. 

From this universe of people, we overlaid an unusual
time limitation to our review—a 20-year minimum—
eliminating those who had significant success in their
careers, with a few exceptions, for less than two decades.
As a result, we dropped celebrities-of-the-moment and mul-
tiple generations of charismatic leaders who come and go—
culling our list to fewer than a thousand people who
described themselves as having found lasting success. 

6 Success Built to Last
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From that group, we screened for diversity of interests,
industries, and gender. We invited several hundred people
to participate and, ultimately, completed more than 200
personal interviews from 1996 to 2006.2 Not surprisingly,
the group was largely over age 40, and the oldest individ-
ual interviewed was 95.

Avoiding the Apprentice Trap
In the age of reality TV, it has become commonplace for
individuals to rise from complete obscurity to super-
stardom in a matter of weeks or months, only to soon 
disappear into the “where are they now?” files—or worse.
We looked at people with a long tenure of performance—
people who mattered year after year—rather than anyone
who happened to show up on the cover of this week’s 
magazine as a celebrity-of-the-moment from The Apprentice
or Survivor.

This long-term approach allowed us to include people
who have had significant impact, both those who are pop-
ular as well as those who are wildly out of fashion, but
nonetheless well worth interviewing for this project because
they have (or had) been highly accomplished in their field
for a long time. Jimmy Carter was stunned by a humiliat-
ing defeat—a landslide against him in the 1980 elections—
but found a more rewarding role and won the Nobel Peace
Prize after 20 more years of following an entirely new
dream largely unrelated to his presidency. Although he’s
under fire again for his strongly held views and his latest
book on values and anti-fundamentalism, he continues his
mission around the world. 

There are bound to be people who you may think are
inappropriate choices for this discussion about enduring
success. Whether you love them or hate them, very few of

7From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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the people we interviewed will escape harsh criticism from
one quarter or another because they are, by definition, 
having impact doing what matters to them! Indeed, as soon
as you place someone on a pedestal as a role model, there
seems to be a perverse law of the universe that increases the
chances that person or that organization will stumble fool-
ishly or become the target of heated controversy. Let’s make
it clear that the people interviewed are not presented here
as role models for you to follow. That’s a very personal
choice only you can make. We offer them only to provoke
a discussion that you may need to have with yourself, and
the people who matter to you, about the definition of suc-
cess. If there is anything that became abundantly clear after
so many interviews, it was that there are many different,
even contradictory and dangerous, ways to go about evalu-
ating success that lasts—as you will see in Chapter 1,
“From Great to Lasting—Redefining Success.”

Many high achievers who have enduring success cherish
a dogma with which we disagree, and some that were even
offensive to us. We hope you can’t tell who they are. We
excluded violent criminals and terrorists who have had
impact for the long haul because we hope that none of us
can or should count on insanity or other criminal patholo-
gies to build a legacy of lasting impact.

Successful People Have a History of Mistakes
and They Harvest Their Failures 

What often surprises most people is that Builders have very
significant failures, losses, and bitter disappointments. Some
are experiencing difficulty as we publish this book. In hun-
dreds of interviews, we never met a soul who didn’t have
embarrassments or failures in their portfolio of experience,
including the authors themselves. Extraordinary individuals
take one step back and two steps forward with most every

8 Success Built to Last
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challenge—and sometimes two steps back to one step for-
ward. They harvest useful lessons and knowledge from what
doesn’t work, and they display a remarkable resiliency; an
ability to bounce back from adversity. 

They don’t just think positively, but rather practice the
ability to respond and move ahead, often despite how they
might feel in the moment, whether the setback was their
own foolish fault or just an unlucky break. Builders gener-
ally did not blame others for their circumstances, but
instead focused their attention on actions within their con-
trol that they could take to solve or manage the problem.

This sense of perspective was particularly necessary dur-
ing our first set of interviews. As you might expect, a few of
these high achievers seemed superhuman. They were not
remotely like the vast majority of the rest of us on Earth.
Some people are way too smart, talented, or lucky to be help-
ful as a reference. An unnerving number of Nobel Laureates
and virtuosos came into this world with their special genius
seemingly in full bloom. If you yearn for the heights of Yo Yo
Ma, you had better be a cello prodigy by age seven. “No 
novelist in the world would have dared invent him. The com-
bination of virtues—musical, intellectual, and personal is
simply too implausible,” said Smithsonian Magazine.3 He is
a generous humanitarian who lives his values and is an
incredibly disarming and warm person when you meet him.
These are gifts, but the rest of his talents are simply out of the
reach for almost all of us, and, therefore, not as useful a
source as others might be. 

We certainly didn’t want to take this journey just to find
more people who give further reason to doubt our own abil-
ities and reason to remain anonymous. Fortunately, and to
our great relief, in the process of meeting and inter-
viewing hundreds of remarkably successful people, we
uncovered good news. We found powerful principles that
transcend luck or simply great genes. In Chapter 1, we share

9From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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a simple, three-part theoretical framework that explores 
useful attributes that all these successful people have in 
common.

Tracking these people down wasn’t easy. Some work in
remote regions of the world and surface only occasionally;
others are celebrities or leaders whose schedules are in 
high demand. We intercepted some during their visits to
universities around the world. Many we met initially dur-
ing business conferences and consulting assignments. We
interviewed people in the field, at conferences, public radio
stations, or in their homes, offices, limos, and studios in the
United States, Asia, and Europe. 

Throughout this book, you will see descriptions of the
places and circumstances in which we interviewed people.
We have provided that additional color because we believe
that, whenever possible, it’s important to observe the ways
these individuals actually behave—not just what they say.
We wanted to catch them in the act of doing (or not doing)
what they said they do—for example, Mandela’s willing-
ness to entertain a bunch of caffeinated business suits and
other leaders at the World Economic Forum to continue to
fuel the global dialog about peace and freedom.

For many years, we have participated in the Forum,
which is a four-day marathon in the January snow three
hours from Zurich, where attendees run from early morn-
ing espresso to well past midnight, often standing in lines
oddly packed with CEOs, social workers, billionaires, and
Nobel Laureates—awaiting access to venues—all anxious
to squeeze in quality time with rock stars, heads of state,
and each other. This sounds like a spectacle, and sometimes
it is, but it’s one of the more effective places to connect 
with people who are having lasting impact. What keeps you
going despite the high security and long hours is the intel-
lectual feast—dining all day and night on the insights 
and eccentricities of some of the world’s most enduringly
successful people.

10 Success Built to Last
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Our Approach to the Interviews

After we found Builders to interview, we needed a fresh way
to think about this topic. We did not want to rely entirely
on third-party biographies or send out yet another survey
with a request to tick boxes on a mass mailing. We’re not
sure those surveys get the full attention of the leaders
they’re sent to anymore and, as Peter Drucker warned us,
“That’s all been done before.” Drucker (and many others)
encouraged us to think differently about this—to pursue
free-ranging conversations with a diverse group of people
about what success means rather than focus on business
leaders or leadership per se. Until you “figure out what suc-
cess means” to you personally and to your organization,
leadership is an almost “pointless conversation,” Drucker
admonished. And we definitely did not want to confirm our
own set of beliefs about some
theory we were trying to prove.
We wanted to learn!

The fact that we actually
interviewed the vast majority of
our sources, rather than rely on
surveys or third-party data, sets
this work apart from other
offerings in this field. We
explored the issues personally
with individuals as human
beings, asking them one kick-off
question about their definition of success and lasting leader-
ship. This open-ended inquiry enabled each enduringly suc-
cessful person, or Builder, rather than the authors, to drive the
conversation and provide insights in ways that would have
never occurred otherwise. We followed their lead by asking
clarifying questions to reveal the depth and creativity of their
answers, rather than sticking to our own preset agenda of
questions. All too often in academic research, dialog is 

11From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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curtailed when a respondent moves beyond the preordained
questions or topic. We wanted to mine the richness of that
spontaneous dialog.

The unique power of this project was that it did not start
out as a science experiment, but was the culmination of many
leadership interviews collected in the course of our intensive,
face-to-face consulting work in a wide variety of organiza-
tions, at universities, at professional conferences, for public
broadcasting programs, and at other eclectic settings over a
ten-year period. We saw the resulting data set as a gold mine
of information that, when systematically analyzed, yielded
some incredible insights. This opportunistic approach 
provided a very different and, we believe, richer dialog than if
we had started with a narrower, highly structured process. The
conversations exposed us to viewpoints that we never would
have thought of as theories to test. In a real sense, this journal-
istic approach gave us a better set of hypotheses and a fresh
perspective on the issues of leadership and lasting success.

By approaching people with this kind of exploratory 
dialog, we learned more than we could have hoped for or
imagined. In fact, we found it sometimes unsettling, and
occasionally threatening, to hear highly accomplished peo-
ple describe things we had believed to be universal and 
concrete—like core values and the definition of success—in
many different and even contradictory ways. The values
these people cling to are their own intuitive and artful 
interpretation of what matters to them. The beliefs that they
defended so dearly were not facts of life, but daring 
choices—judgments about what was right for them, not
what everyone else should do. As we listened to their stories,
we felt the bondage of our own beliefs dissolve.

After completing the interviews, we analyzed the con-
tent in a structured way to find the most frequent patterns
of behavior and thinking, identifying 21 broad topic 
categories4 that emerged from the conversations. The
strongest of these made it into this book.

12 Success Built to Last
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In Success Built to Last, we could not follow in the foot-
steps of many business books in which companies are
paired for comparison and measured in terms of relative
performance based on their business model, growth rates,
founding data, key competitors, operating efficiency, or
stock market or other relative financial data. In our inter-
views, we reached out to individuals who work not just for
public companies listed on stock exchanges, but also pri-
vate for-profit and nonprofit organizations, scientific and
educational institutions, government agencies, and commu-
nities. As a practical matter, we didn’t think it was reason-
able to have a control group to compare human beings in
those same ways—as winners, losers, or runners-up.

Instead, with our manuscript already drafted, we tested
our assumptions by creating a unique independent survey to
challenge our conclusions. To take this ambitious step, our
Stanford-based team partnered with Prentice Hall/Pearson
Education, Wharton School Publishing (WSP), Lauder
Professor Yoram (Jerry) Wind, editor of WSP and director
of the SEI Center for Advanced Studies in Management at
the Wharton School, and survey expert Dr. Howard
Moskowitz and a team of researchers at the Moskowitz
Jacobs design lab. Moskowitz’s groundbreaking research at
Harvard led him to author 14 books and 300 papers based
in part on a sophisticated survey technique called conjoint
analysis and rule developing experimentation (RDE). It’s
been around since the 1970s, but Moskowitz has been using
this technique to reduce the tendency for people who
answer surveys to give politically correct responses—dig-
ging instead into the soft underbelly of beliefs rather than
what people think is appropriate or polite to say. His design
lab uses it on everything from consumer products to presi-
dential elections and views about terrorism.

Our World Success Survey was made available online on
April 18, 2006, to executives and educators at senior and
junior levels who are Knowledge@Wharton subscribers.

13From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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More than 365 people from around the globe responded
within the first week. This independent sample of data pro-
vided a comparison set and validation for our interview find-
ings, and showed significant differences in perceptions and
mindsets between respondents categorized as “successful” or
“unsuccessful” in their professional or personal lives.

Among the top line results were confirmation that suc-
cessful people don’t rely on the approval of others to pur-
sue their cause or calling. They have the audacity to take
the initiative despite social pressures rather than because of
them. They are more emotionally committed to doing what
they love than being loved by others. They don’t wallow or
obsess on a single defeat or rely on finding scapegoats or
blame when things go wrong, but instead relentlessly place
highest priority on being effective in getting the outcomes
they are seeking. (As we discuss in Chapter 7, “The
Tripping Point—Always Make New Mistakes,” and
Chapter 8, “Wounds to Wisdom—Trusting Your
Weaknesses and Using Your Core Incompetencies,”
Builders “harvest” their failures and successes as data they
can use to improve their effectiveness.) Successful people
also said that “loving what you do” is a necessary condi-
tion for success. (Indeed, in Chapter 2, “Love It or Lose—
Passions and the Quest for Meaning,” we review the 
dangers of not doing what you love because people who
have that passion can outlast and eventually outrun you in
the task.)

Regardless of whether the survey participants rated
themselves as “successful” or “unsuccessful,” all groups
said that the traditional dictionary definition of success—
notably wealth, fame, and power—no longer describes
what success means to them. Although popularity and
affluence, for example, are nice outcomes, people prefer to
define success as the ability to “make a difference,” “create
lasting impact,” and being “engaged in a life of personal

14 Success Built to Last
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fulfillment,” according to the study. What is special about
Builders is that they won’t settle for less that that! (See
“The Pleasure of Finding Things Out—A Look at the
Research Behind Success Built to Last.”)

Perhaps most important, it is our hope that this book
and the World Success Survey launch an international 
dialog—providing a forum for this important subject that
empowers people to be heard with their own voices for the
first time, together, on every continent. This extra step—to
reach out to engage with the rest of the world in a conver-
sation about redefining success—continues to keep us
mindful, particularly when we find ourselves leaping to
conclusions in a vacuum. Science in the social sciences can
never escape influence from the personal realities of the
people doing the work. Authors on leadership would love
to convince you that they’ve been able to create the ulti-
mate recipe for the secret sauce of success, but no one can
give you that.

Why Take This Journey?
We made a conscious decision to find and share insights
without being prescriptive for a change. This is like a din-
ner conversation. Our intent here is to provoke a deeper
dialog about success and what matters in our lives, rather
than yet another lecture about leadership pretending to
offer all the answers.

What we can tell you is we have been deeply touched
and forever changed by the spirit, principles, and practices
of the people we’ve met. We invite you to enter into the
world of what follows unburdened by the need to believe
or disbelieve. Rather, allow yourself to be inspired to find
your own way. We hope you can challenge conventional
wisdom and unearth new possibilities for success that lasts
in your life, relationships, and work.

15From Built to Last to Success Built to Last
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When you opened this book, you may have not 
intended to discover or be reminded that you are—or have
an even bigger opportunity to be—a Builder, just like the
enduringly successful people you will read about here. We
hope the stories herein will make this clear—leaving you no
place to hide—moving you to stretch toward your highest
aspirations.

16 Success Built to Last
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